Let S be an abelian surface over an algebraically closed field k with characteristic different from 2 and 3, and L a symmetric ample line bundle defining a polarisation of type (1, 3). Then the linear system |L| defines a covering map ϕ : S → P 2 of degree 6. Furthermore, if |L| is
Series method used to describe the free resolution of the coordinate ring of regular varieties by a different one. For a pair (S, L), where L defines a polarisation of type (1, d), the linear system |L| induces a rational map ϕ L : S → P = P d−1 . Then, under mild conditions, one can use Beilinson's theorem [Bei78] to describe the structure of the ring as an O P d−1 -module.
For the case of a (1, 3)-abelian surface, assuming that (S, L) ≃ (E 1 × E 2 , p * 1 L 1 ⊗ p * 2 L 2 ), where E i are elliptic curves and L i are line bundles on E i , then, by [BL94, Lemma 10.1.1], |L| has no fixed components and is base point free. We get that ϕ is surjective map and so a covering map of degree L 2 = 2d = 6. Moreover, it is proven in [Cas99, 0.4 ] that the linear system |L| defines a morphism ϕ : S → P 2 such that
1.1. Covering maps. A covering map of degree d is a flat and finite morphism between schemes, ϕ : X → Y , such that ϕ * O X is a sheaf of locally free O Y -modules with rank d.
It is a well known result that for a covering map ϕ * O X splits as O Y ⊕E, where E is the submodule of trace-zero elements, or Tschirnhausen module, of ϕ. Let us recall how this decomposition is obtained, as we will need it for our constructions.
For a covering map of degree d, for all x ∈ O X , define M x as the matrix corresponding to the multiplication by x : ϕ * O X → ϕ * O X for a given basis of ϕ * O X . Then we have a morphism 1 d tr : ϕ * O X → O Y defined as x → (trace M x ). The map is well defined as the trace of a matrix is unchanged by a change of variables. Furthermore, this morphism splits as for all y ∈ O Y , 1 d tr(diag(y, y, . . . , y)) = y. Hence we have the decomposition ϕ * O X = O Y ⊕ E, where E is the kernel of 1 d tr. In the seminal paper [Mir85] , the case of triple covers is extensively studied. A triple covering map such that ϕ * O X = O Y ⊕ E is determined by a morphism Φ : Sym 2 E → ϕ * O X that locally can be written as (1.1) Φ(y 2 ) = ay + bz + 2(a 2 − bd) Φ(yz) = −dy − az − (ad − bc) Φ(z 2 ) = cy + dz + 2(d 2 − ac), where {y, z} is a local basis of E, and a, b, c, d ∈ O Y . Notice that Φ is determined by Φ 2 : Sym 2 E → E. The converse is also true. A homomorphism Φ 2 ∈ Hom(Sym 2 E, E) that is locally of the form (1.2) Φ 2 (y 2 ) = ay + bz, Φ 2 (yz) = −dy − az, Φ 2 (z 2 ) = cy + dz induces a commutative and associative multiplication on O X = O Y ⊕E whose Tschirnhausen module is E. Miranda defines a triple cover homomorphism as a morphism Φ 2 ∈ Hom(Sym 2 E, E) which, for a local basis of E, can be written in the form (1.2).
Following Miranda's approach, in [Dia17] a generalisation of this concept is introduced. Let F and Q ⊂ R(F ) = n Sym n F be locally free O Y -modules with constant rank, {z 1 , . . . , z r } and {q i (z 1 , . . . , z r )} i∈I local basis for F and Q, respectively. A homomorphism Φ ∈ Hom (Q, R(F )/ Q ) defines and is defined by a covering map if, locally, the ideal
is a flat deformation of the ideal (q i ).
If (q i ) is generated by polynomials of degree 2, i.e. Q ⊂ Sym 2 F , then the (local) equations are
Furthermore, if we assume that (q i ) has a linear first syzygy matrix, then one can prove that the d i can be written as quadratic forms in the c ij , and the relations that the c ij have to satisfy for it to define a covering space are of degree at most 2. Denote this relations by I q ⊂ k[c ij ]. A homomorphism Φ 2 ∈ Hom(Q, F ) is called a covering homomorphism if for all open sets, and a choice of basis, it is of the form
with the c ij satisfying the relations in I q .
In the last Section of [Dia17] , the case of a degree 6 cover ϕ : X → Y , such that
where M is a rank 2, simple O Y -module, is studied. This is the case we are interested in.
To be more specific, notice first that, as O P 2 (1) is a line bundle over P 2 for which
for integers m, n, the covering map is Gorenstein, and there is an embedding
Moreover, as Ω 1 P 2 is a simple O P 2 -module, ϕ determines and is determined by a cover homomorphism in Hom Sym 2 Ω 1 P2 ⊕3 , Ω 1 P2 ⊕2 and a general fibre of ϕ is given by the polynomials defining the spinor embedding of the affine orthogonal Grassmann variety oGr(5, 10) in P 15 . These results appear in Theorem 4.1 with a sketch of the proof.
We start by describing the vector bundle Spec Sym • Ω 1 ⊕ Ω 1 ∨ as a graded ring in Section 2. This will be our starting point. Having chosen coordinates for the ambient space, in Section 3 we study the structure of the morphisms Hom Sym 2 Ω 1 P 2 , Ω 1 P 2 . These constructions are enough to compute the ring R(S, L) but, as we will see, the number of coefficients and relations between them is still quite large. In order to work them out we will use that, assuming that L is symmetric, the coordinate ring of a (1, 3)-abelian surface is invariant by the action of the extended Heisenberg group H(1, 3) e . 1.2. Canonical level structure. Following [BL04, Mum66] , we present some of the basic theory of abelian varieties needed for our work.
Consider the map φ L : S →Ŝ given by
It is a group with multiplication given by (y, ψ) • (x, φ) = (x + y, t * x ψ • φ) and there is an exact sequence
The elements in the kernel are the isomorphisms of L with itself.
For each x ∈ K(L) there is an isomorphism φ : L ∼ − → t * x L, so we have a representation ρ : K(L) → PGL H 0 (S, L) . These representation lifts to a linear representation of G(L),
As an abstract group, G(L) is isomorphic to the Hisenberg group H(1, 3), and the representation ρ is isomorphic to the Schrödinger representation of H(1, 3) on V (Z/3Z), the vector space of k-valued functions on Z/3Z.
An isomorphism θ : G(L)
∼ − → H(1, 3) that restricts to the identity on k * is called a theta structure. If it induces a symplectic isomorphism between K(L) and Z/3Z×µ 3 , then it is called a level structure of canonical type on (S, L).
Since the map ϕ : S → P 2 is independent of the group law on S, by translation, we may assume that L is symmetric, i.e. L ∼ = (−1) * S L. Then, (−1) S induces an automorphism on K(L). Denote K(L) e = K(L) ⋊ (−1) S , and define the extended theta group G(L) e , as the extension of K(L) e by k * . The extended Heisenberg group is H e (1, 3) = H(1, 3) ⋊ ι , where ι is the corresponding involution.
As we are considering L to be symmetric, we can extend the theta structure to θ : G e (L) 3) . It induces an isomorphism between K e (L) and Z/3Z × µ 3 × Z/2Z. Let σ ′ , τ ′ and ι ′ be elements in G e (L) such that their image are generators of K e (L). By abuse of notation we will denote ρ(σ ′ ), ρ(τ ′ ) and ρ(ι ′ ) simply by σ ′ , τ ′ and ι ′ . We can then choose coordinates {x 0 , x 1 , x 2 } in P(H 0 (S, L) ∨ ), the space of hyperplanes in H 0 (S, L), such that
where ξ is a primitive cubic root of unity, and the indices are taken modulo 3.
Notice that if (x, φ) is an element of G e (L), then (x, φ n ) is an element of G e (L n ), so it is natural to extend the action of H e (1, 3) to the ring R(S, L). To do so, in Section 3.3 we study the homomorphisms in Hom Sym 2 Ω 1 P 2 , Ω 1 P 2 that are equivariant by the action of H e (1, 3).
Then, identifying S with its embedding in A (Ω 1 P 2 ⊕ Ω 1 P 2 ) ∨ , and using that the algebra of triple covers, or the geometry of three points in an affine space, we prove our second theorem. There is an open and dense subset of the moduli space of abelian surfaces polarised by an ample, symmetric line bundle of type (1, 3) and canonical level structure isomorphic to k 3 /S 3 ∼ = k 3 . In other words, A lev (1,3) is rational.
To finalise we will say some words about how to adapt this construction to the description of irregular surfaces with invariants p g (S) = 3, q(S) = 1, K 2 S = 6.
Total Space of a finite rank locally free sheaf
Let F be a locally free O P n -module of rank r and P • a (fixed) free presentation of F
Assume that for all i, j, a i,j ≥ 0 and, for simplicity sake, denote m 0 by m and a 0j by a j .
Denoting by (x 0 , . . . , x n ), (ξ 1 , . . . , ξ m ) and λ a choice of coordinates for A n+1 , A m and G m , we define A(F ∨ ) as the quotient of Z M by an action of G m , where
and the action of λ ∈ G m is given by (2.2) λ : (x 0 , . . . , x n ; ξ 0 , . . . , ξ m ) → (λx 0 , . . . , λx n ; λ a1 ξ 1 , . . . , λ am ξ m ).
The action is well defined as all polynomials inξM are homogeneous in λ. Furthermore, the ratio (x 0 : x 1 : · · · : x n ) is preserved by the action of G m so the projection to the first factor defines a morphism π : A (F ∨ ) → P n .
/ / P n Definition 2.1. Given a locally free O P n -module F of rank r, and P • a presentation of F ,
we denote by R (P • ) the ring k[x 0 , . . . , x n ; ξ 1 , . . . , ξ m ]/(ξM ) and denote the scheme Proj (R(P • )), where we consider the irrelevant ideal to be m = (x 0 , . . . , x n ), as
Notice that F is the cokernel of the map M : P 1 → P 0 and hence, any morphism in Hom (F , O P n ) is given by a morphism ξ ∈ Hom (P 0 , O P n ) for which ξM = 0.
Important so see that we defined A (F ∨ ) for a locally free sheaf F , but for the construction we use a free resolution which is not unique. As an example take F = O P 1 (−a), a ≥ 0, for which we can define P (F ∨ ) using both resolutions
As for the example above, as a scheme, P (F ∨ ) is independent of the resolution for F . This is stated in the next theorem.
Theorem 2.2. Let P • , Q • be free resolutions of F , a locally free O P n -module of rank r. Then
(1) As schemes over P n ,
(2) There is a set of elements γ i ∈ k[x i ] such that for any i ∈ I, I a index set, we have
Proof.
(1) Assume P • is the minimal free resolution of F . Then we have a morphism of chain complexes,
that induces a morphism between the bi-graded rings R(Q • ) and R(P • ) as, by minimality of the free resolution P • , any morphism in Hom(Q 0 , O P n ) can be factored as f 0 and a morphism in Hom(P 0 , O P n ) that we denote by f (ξ) for all ξ ∈ Hom(Q 0 , O P n ). Fixing a basis of O P n we have a map f :
As F is locally free, take U ⊂ P n an open set such that
Then these ξ i | U are a basis for F ∨ | U and, by the commutativity of the first square in the diagram, f 0 | U is an isomorphism. We get that for any two resolutions of F , Q 1 • , Q 2 • , we have isomorphisms
where P • is a minimal free resolution so, even without a morphism in between them, they are isomorphic through A(P • ).
For (2) just pick γ i general enough and apply Gauss elimination to M P .
With this theorem we can indeed write A(F ∨ ) and, by (2), we see that the construction is Spec Sym • F ∨ . Most of the time we will be using the construction with respect to the minimal free resolution of F . When not, we will be working locally so there will be no harm done by part (2) of Theorem 2.2.
and the transition map from U 2 to U 1 is given by the change of coordinates
Example 2.4. In this example we want to see what the following inclusion
implies in terms of the graded ring defining A Ω 1 P 2 ⊕ Ω 1 P 2 ∨ . Recall that the inclusion above is
As for the Example 2.3, we have the following equality
The interesting fact is that the summand O P 2 (−3) should correspond to a variable of degree three and at the same time to the multiplication of variables of degree two.
The first explanation for this came from using unprojection methods (see [Pap04, PR04] ), i.e. the unprojection of the following pair of ideals
This example is described in [Pap04, §4] but, for completeness sake, we recall the result. From the equation
we know that the first matrix has rank 1 and, by Cramer's rule, also the following vector is in its kernel
We conclude that there exists an element t such that
The degree of t is 3, and this is the quadratic term corresponding to the summand O P 2 (−3).
A different reasoning comes from applying Theorem 2.2 to the following free resolutions
The map f 0 is exactly the map x 0 x 1 x 2 .
We included the relation between the unprojection method and the description of the ring R Ω 1 P 2 ⊕ Ω 1 P 2 as we believe that describing similar rings for higher dimensions, e.g. R Ω 1
besides the explicit construction of an ambient space for (some) irregular 3-folds, might be the source of new unprojection methods, see [Pap06b, Pap06a, Pap07].
Linear algebra -Cover Homomorphisms
The goal of this section is to study trace-zero homomorphisms in Hom(Sym 2 Ω 1 P 2 , Ω 1 P 2 ) that are equivariant as H(1, 3) e -sheaves of O P 2 -modules. We present most of the results for the twisted sheaves Ω 1 P 2 (−m) so it can be used to describe projective models of irregular surfaces, Section 4.2.
3.1. Hom Sym 2 Ω 1 P 2 , O P 2 . Following Example 2.3, let (y 0 , y 1 , y 2 ) be a basis for Ω 1 P 2 (−m) ∨ and write a basis for Sym 2 Ω 1 P 2 (−m) ∨ as the symmetric matrix
The relation given by M translates as Y 2 x = 0, where x = x 0 x 1 x 2 t . So we need to find a 3 × 3 symmetric matrix, L, such that Lx = 0.
where N is a symmetric matrix and M 3 is the syzygy matrix of the ideal
Proof. It follows from the Koszul complex that Lx = 0 implies the existence of a 3 × 3 matrix P such that L = P M 3 , therefore
we get the result.
3.2. Hom Sym 2 Ω 1 P 2 , Ω 1 P 2 . Using Lemma 3.1 we now can describe Hom(Sym 2 (Ω 1 P 2 (−m)), Ω 1 P 2 (−m)) and the change of basis so that it is defined by a trace free basis.
Applying the functor Hom O P 2 (−2m − 4) ⊕6 , − to the lower exact sequence we get
The ideal case would be to have C i = M 3 N i M 3 but this is not necessarily true, just consider C i = x i C for some symmetric matrix C. On the other hand for this case we have Y 2 → C ( x i y i ) = 0 and this comes from the fact that Φ
and the morphisms to any other open set are just given by an O P 2 -automorphism.
and (x i ) 0≤i≤2 a basis for O P 2 . Then there is a basis (y i ) 0≤i≤2 for Ω 1 P n such that Φ can be written as
where C i x = 0 for all i.
Proof. Assume Φ can be written as
so we just need to make a change of variables in the y i such that C ′ 2 x = 0. Decomposing C ′ 2 as C 2 + x 2 C, where the entries of C 2 are in k[x 0 , x 1 ] for i ∈ {0, 1}, define
Let C 2 be the submatrix of C 2 with its first 2 columns and 2 rows. Then C 2 satisfies C 2 ( x0 x1 ) t = 0 as none of its entries has a multiple of x 2 and (C i − x i /x 2 C 2 )x = 0.
We only have to deal with the last column and row of C 2 . Choosing a decomposition of C 2 [3, 3] = 2 (a 0 x 0 + a 1 x 1 ), a i terms of degree one in k[x 0 , x 1 ], and changing variables y 2 → y 2 − (a 0 x 0 + a 1 x 1 ) and y i → y i + a i x 2 for i = 2, only the last row and column of C 2 change and C 2 [3, 3] = 0. C 2 has the form
where C 2 ( x0 x1 ) t = 0. Using the same trick as in the beginning, we can get rid of all the multiples of
In the next proposition we show how to change variables so that the basis of Ω 1 P 2 (−m) ∨ we are using is trace-free. Notice that being trace-free is a local property but the form Φ is written above is a global decomposition that might not be trace-free.
Corollary 3.4. Given Φ ∈ Hom Sym 2 (Ω 1 P 2 (−m)), Ω 1 P 2 (−m) and any basis (x i ) 0≤i≤2 for O P 2 , there is a basis (y i ) for Ω 1 P 2 (−m) ∨ such that we can write Φ Y 2 as C i y i and for all open sets {x i = 0} the variables y j , j = i, are trace zero elements.
Proof. Using Proposition 3.3, write Φ Y 2 as C i y i where C i x = 0 for all i. If x 2 = 0, we have that the trace of y i , i = 2, is given by
In particular, tr(y i ) does not depend on the open {x i = 0} and we can globally define v i = tr(y i ). From the following equalities
one see that we can use the entries v i to write a vector v as v = v ′ M n which allows to use the change of variables y i → y i − vi 3 and we are done.
One can then write Φ ∈ Hom Sym 2 (Ω 1
where each c ij is a polynomial of degree m. Using the change of variables described in Corollary 3.4, Φ| {x2 =0} can be written as where each c i is of the form describe all the covering homomorphisms in Hom(Sym 2 (Ω 1 P 2 (−m)), Ω 1 P 2 (−m)). To simplify notation we will denote the parameters above as 
Recall that if (S, L, θ) is an abelian surface, L a symmetric line bundle that induces a polarisation of type (1, 3), and θ a canonical level structure, then the morphism ϕ |L| is equivariant for the Heisenberg group H(1, 3) e . Choosing coordinates {x 0 , x 1 , x 2 } for P 2 , an action of H e (1, 3) is generated by
where ξ is a primitive cubic root of unity. Notice that σ ′ , ι ′ generate the symmetric group S 3 and τ ′ generates the multiplicative group µ 3 . In this Section we will extend the action of H(1, 3) e to the graded ring R = C[x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , ; y 0 , y 1 , y 2 ]/ x i y i with deg(x i ) = 1, deg(y i ) = 2, so that the triple covering map ϕ : (1, 3) . This will be a fundamental step to finalise the description of the ring R(S, L, θ).
Consider the following extension
where a, b, c are integers. These are all the extensions which 1) have the correct order, 2) fix the vanishing of the polynomial i x i y i , 3) leave the basis {y i } trace-free.
The goal is to prove that we can consider a = b = c = 0. To do so, we will examine the action of each of these elements on the coefficients β i of a covering homomorphism Φ 2 ∈ Hom Sym 2 Ω 1 P 2 , Ω 1 P 2 .
Let us start with σ. Over the open set U 1 = {x 1 = 0}, Φ 2 | U1 is of the form,
We get the following equalities
x 1 As there is no relation between the x i one concludes that (3.7) β 0 = ξ a β 1 = ξ 2a β 2 β 01 = ξ a β 12 = ξ 2a β 20 β 02 = ξ a β 10 = ξ 2a β 21 β 012 = ξ a β 012 .
To compute the relations between the coefficients for the action of ι we apply it to the equations of Φ 2 | U0 , and get (3.8)
For the action of τ ∈ µ 3 , using Equations (3.1), we have the relations
from where we conclude that there are three options. Equating all the relations we conclude that if one of the integers a, b, c is non zero (module the respective order), then the morphism equivariant for H e (1, 3) is the zero map. Proposition 3.5. Given a covering homomorphism Φ 2 ∈ Hom Sym 2 Ω 1 P 2 , Ω 1 P 2 and basis {x i },
with the c i as in Equations (3.3) . Then Φ 2 is equivariant for H e (1, 3) acting as
if β 0 = β 1 = β 2 and β 01 = β 02 = β 10 = β 12 = β 20 = β 21 = 0. (1, 3) ), then we can take the extension
with c = 0. Then we get an isolated surface which, using computer algebra, one can check to be smooth.
Remark 3.7. The choice of index in the coefficients β * was not random. If we assign to the coefficient β i the monomial x 3 i , to β ij the monomial x 2 i x j and to β 012 the monomial x 0 x 1 x 2 , each of the actions σ, ι, τ change them exactly as if they are acting on those monomials.
We have no explanation for this fact but it would be something worth further exploration, first studying if we have such a relation for m > 0, and if get some similar structure for covering homomorphisms in Hom Sym 2 Ω 1 P 3 , Ω 1 P 3 .
Coordinate Ring and Moduli
In this Section we describe the graded coordinate ring of (S, L, θ), where S is an abelian surface, L an ample, symmetric line bundle that induces a polarisation of type (1, 3) and θ : G(L) →  H(1, 3) is a theta-structure that induces an isomorphism between the representation ρ : G(L) → GL H 0 (S, L) ∨ and the Schrödringer representation of H(1, 3) in GL(Map(Z 3 , k * )).
, where E i is an elliptic curve and L i a line bundle on E i , then |L| defines a covering map of degree 6, ϕ : S → P 2 such that
The local structure of O S is determined by the following Theorem. We present a sketch of the proof taken from [Dia17, Thm. 3.2].
Theorem 4.1. Let (S, L) be a (1, 3)-polarised abelian surface such that (S, L) ≇ (E 1 × E 2 , p * 1 L 1 ⊗ p * 2 L 2 ) and ϕ : S → P 2 the covering map defined by the linear system |L|. Then
(1) there is an embedding S ֒→ A (Ω 1 P 2 ⊕ Ω 1 P 2 ) ∨ ; (2) a commutative and associative structure on ϕ * O S determines and is determined by a cover homomorphism Φ ∈ Hom (Sym 2 Ω 1 P 2 ) ⊕3 , (Ω 1 P 2 ) ⊕2 ; (3) if (y 0 , y 1 ; z 0 , z 1 ) is a local basis for Ω 1 P 2 ⊕ Ω 1 P 2 over the open set U 2 = {x 2 = 0}, then the local basis for Sym 2 Ω 1
and Φ(q) = ( y 0 y 1 z 0 z 1 )C, where C is a 4 × 9 matrix that decomposes as
where the c ij ∈ O P 2 (U 2 ) satisfy the relations given by the spinor embedding o the orthogonal Grassmann variety oGr(5, 10) in P 15 . Then Ω 1 P 2 ⊕ Ω 1 P 2 is the orthogonal complement of 1 OS and e. Furthermore, one can prove that when restricted to Ω 1 P 2 ⊕ Ω 1 P 2 the form , is nonsingular and , | Sym 2 (Ω 1 P 2 ⊕Ω 1 P 2 ) is surjective. One concludes that
Sketch
which proves (1).
As Ω 1 P 2 is a simple O P 2 -module
From the decomposition Sym 2 (Ω 1 P 2 ⊕Ω 1 P 2 ) = Sym 2 Ω 1
Then (3) is a direct computation (see [Dia17, Thm. 3.3] ) and implies (2) as decomposing Φ = Φ 1 ⊕ Φ 2 , where Φ 1 is the morphism to Ω 1 P 2 ⊕ Ω 1 P 2 and Φ 2 to O P 2 , then Φ 2 is determined by Φ 1 .
Using the previous Theorem and some computer algebra, one could use the local structure of a general covering homomorphism in Hom(Sym 2 Ω 1 P 2 , Ω 1 P 2 ), see (3.3) , to describe the coordinate ring R(S, L). It would involve 15 polynomials and 40 variables. By requiring the morphism ϕ : S → P 2 to be equivariant for H e (1, 3) , as we will see in the next Theorem, the number of coefficients will become quite small and the moduli space easy to deal with. 
where C is a matrix with a decomposition as in (4.1) with
where the coefficients α i , β i satisfy the equation
and D is a vector with entries 
Our goal is to prove that, independently of the choice of basis for Ω 1 P 2 ⊕ Ω 1 P 2 ∨ , the action of H e (1, 3) on R(S, L, θ) is generated by σ, ι, τ .
Let σ be a lift of σ ′ that fixes the space generated by the polynomials x i y i , x i z i . Then σ(x i , y j , z k ) = (x i+1 , ay j+1 + bz j+1 , cy k+1 + dz k+1 ),
where g = a b c d is a matrix in GL 2 (k) such that g 3 = I 2×2 . As k is an algebraically closed field with characteristic different from 3, g is diagonalisable. With a change of basis, we can consider g = diag(ξ mσ , ξ nσ ), for m σ , n σ ∈ {0, 1, 2}.
Using such basis, the covering homomorphism Φ ∈ Hom (Sym 2 Ω 1 P 2 ) ⊕3 , (Ω 1 P 2 ) ⊕2 in its local matrix form, we get that
Through computer algebra, see Appendix, we can prove that if m σ = n σ then we are in one of the cases,
• C 0 = γC 3 , for a constant γ ∈ k, and C 1 = C 2 = 0;
The last two are degenerate. The first case has the property that the relations between the entries β i * are the same for C 0 and C 3 , which is a property valid for the case m σ = n σ . To be more specific, if m σ = n σ , from Section 3.3, we have that for all C i their respective coefficients satisfy the following equalities
Then, using any basis, the local matrix of Φ is of the form 
In particular, the relations between the coefficients of the entries of each matrix are kept. This implies that we can consider σ(x i , y j , z k ) = (x i+1 , ξ mσ y j+1 , ξ mσ z k+1 ), m σ ∈ {0, 1, 2}, independently of the basis.
As k = k and the characteristic of k is not 2, we can pick a basis such that ι(x i , y j , z k ) = (x −i , (−1) mι y −j , (−1) nι z −k ). From the relations imposed by ι, Equations (3.8), independently of the signs m ι , n ι , we conclude directly that m σ = 0.
Finally, picking a a basis such that the lift of τ ′ acts as τ (x i , y j , z k ) = (x i , ξ mτ ξ j y j , ξ mτ ξ k z k ), via Magma computations, that if m τ = n τ , then we are in one the three cases of m σ = n σ . Again this allows us to consider m τ = n τ .
From the conditions between the β i * in Equations (3.9), if m τ = 0, then only the coefficients β i jk , with j 2 + k fixed modulo 3, could be different from zero. But then, by the action of ι, all the β i * vanish. We conclude that m τ = n τ = 0. The signs of ι are both positive, each negative one implies that the morphism is zero and we end with a degenerate case with all the C i linearly dependent.
The structure of each block C i in the matrix C comes from Proposition 3.5 and the relation between the coefficients is
We now have everything for our last result. Notice that the local equations have some similarity with the equations of a triple cover. As Ω 1 P 2 is a simple module, every isomorphism of R(S, L, θ) that fixes P 2 is given by a a linear change of variables
where g ∈ PGL 2 (k). With this in mind, consider three points, {p 0 , p 1 , p 2 }, in the affine plane A 2 = Spec(k[y, z]), with coordinates given by the equations
From [Dia17, Prop. 3 .4], the barycenter of the points {q i } is the origin in A 2 . This implies that the coordinates of two of the points determine the third one.
Using a change of variables (y, z) → (y, z)q, with g ∈ GL 2 (k), if the three points are distinct, we can change two of to any other two of our choice. By [Mir85, Lemma 4 .5], the three points are distinct if Notice that with the change of variables we fixed three points in the affine plane. These points are fixed by the action of a representation of the group S 3 in GL 2 (k) generated by the elements
The action on the parameters (α 0 , α 1 , α 3 ) is the following
With a change of basis
where s i is the symmetric polynomial of degree i in the variables δ j .
4.1. Connection with previous results. Suppose that S = E × E, where E is an elliptic curve over k. Then the line bundle
where A is the antidiagonal in E × E, defines a polarisation of type (1, 3) on S. Moreover, in this case the covering map ϕ : S → P 2 is a Galois covering map and in [BL94] , Birkenhake and Lange, describe the branch locus of this family. It is 3C ∈ P 2 , where C is defined by the vanishing of the polynomial
Using the description of R(S, L, θ) from Corollary 4.3, this one dimensional model is obtained when taking α 0 = α 3 = 0, and λ = α 1 .
A two-dimensional family is described by Casnati in [Cas99] . Consider the covering maps ϕ : S → P 2 that decompose as S ρ − → S ′ ζ − → P 2 , where ρ and ζ are double and triple covers, respectively. Such surfaces are called bielliptic as they have a nontrivial involution j : S → S.
The surface S ′ is a ruled surface with invariant e(S ′ ) = −1 over an elliptic curve E. As a triple cover over P 2 it satisfies ζ * O S ′ = O P 2 ⊕ Ω 1 P 2 . From this fact, R(S, L, θ) describes these surfaces when {α 1 = 0} is on the S 3 -orbit of the parameters (α 0 , α 1 , α 3 ). 4.2. Irregular surface. Assume that (S, L) is a pair of a surface and an ample divisor for which |L| is a base point free inducing a covering map ϕ |L| : S → P 2 such that
for a pair of non-negative integers (m 1 , m 2 ). Then one can prove a result in the line of Theorem 4.1. In particular, a commutative and associative multiplication structure on ϕ * O S is determined by a cover homomorphism in Hom Sym 2 Ω 1 (−2m 1 , −m 1 − m 2 , −2m 2 ), Ω 1 P 2 (−m 1 , −m 2 ) ,
where for a sheaf F and integers {m i } 1≤i≤r , we are denoting i F (m i ) by F (m 1 , . . . , m r ).
Each summand in these homomorphisms is described in Section 3.2, and the local structure is determined by the relations of the embedding of the oGr(5, 10). Then it is a computational problem. We write the equations for a irregular surface polarised by the canonical line bundle.
Theorem 4.4. Let (S, K S ) be a smooth surface with invariants p g = 3, q = 1, K 2 S = 6. If the linear system |K S | induces a covering map ϕ : S → P 2 satisfying
then there is a component of the moduli space of such surfaces whose canonical ring is described by a covering map in Hom Sym 2 Ω 1 (0, −1, −2), Ω 1 P 2 (0, −1) . Assuming that the c 1j have no common divisor, there is l ∈ O P 2 (U 2 ) such that c 2j = lc 1j . Then, with a change of basis z i → z i + ly i , we get C 2 = 0 and we are done.
Appendix
K:=Rationals(); R<x>:=PolynomialRing(K); K<e>:=ext<K|x^2+x+1>;
RR<a0,a1,a2,a01,a12,a20,a10,a21,a02,a012, b0,b1,b2,b01,b12,b20,b10,b21,b02,b012, c0,c1,c2,c01,c12,c20,c10,c21,c02,c012, d0,d1,d2,d01,d12,d20,d10,d21,d02,d012>:=PolynomialRing(K,40); R<x0,x1,x2>:=PolynomialRing(RR,3); n:=0;m:=0; a1:=(e^(-m))*a0; a2:=(e^(-m))^2*a0; a12:=(e^(-m))*a01; a20:=(e^(-m))^2*a01; a21:=(e^(-m))*a10; a02:=(e^(-m))^2*a10; b1:=(e^(m+n))*b0; b2:=(e^(m+n))^2*b0; b12:=(e^(m+n))*b01; b20:=(e^(m+n))^2*b01; b21:=(e^(m+n))*b10; b02:=(e^(m+n))^2*b10; c1:=(e^(m+n))*c0; c2:=(e^(m+n))^2*c0; c12:=(e^(m+n))*c01; c20:=(e^(m+n))^2*c01; c21:=(e^(m+n))*c10; c02:=(e^(m+n))^2*c10; d1:=(e^(-n))*d0; d2:=(e^(-n))^2*d0; d12:=(e^(-n))*d01; d20:=(e^(-n))^2*d01; d21:=(e^(-n))*d10; d02:=(e^(-n))^2*d10; A0 := a1*x2^3 -a12*x1*x2^2 + a21*x1^2*x2 -a2*(x1^3);
